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(Synopsis)
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Background

The first Top Level Risk Study of NPP Kozloduy Units 1 + 4 was started in 1991 and
completed in March 1992 by BEQE) at the request of the Committee on the Use of
Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes of Bulgaria. The Primary objective of the project
was to provide in a short term a tool for quantified comparison of the relative risk
benefits that various design or operational modifications would have if implemented on
NPP Kozloduy Units 1 -s-4.). To meet this objective the Project presented a simplified but
structured review of the safety of Units 1 -s- 4. The evaluated risk levels were not intended
to be quantitatively rigorous, and presented at best an order of magnitude indication of
the risk from the design of the units. This limitation on the risk predictions was purely a
reflection that the available system and thermal hydraulic analysis at those time was far
from comprehensive.

This original version of the Study was reviewed by the IAEA who agreed in general with
the conclusions indicating that the report provides valuable insights which should be
used in the decision making process. The IAEA made suggestion for some changes.
These comments were taken into account in the subsequent version.

In early 1994 the new version was issued. The objective of this second project, in
addition to revising the original study to reflect the IAEA comments, was to address the
potential benefits from further improvements at NPP Kozloduy. The work on the second
version was going on in parallel with the activities carried out in the mainframe of
several NPP Kozloduy Units 1 •*• 4 Upgrading Programs (WANO Six-Month Program,
Program for the NPP Kozloduy Units 1-4 Safety Upgrading, Twinning Program, etc.)

And at last, A Top Level-Probabilistic Safety Study was carried out by EQE - Bulgaria
and completed early in 1995 at the request of NPP Kozloduy. The objective of the
project was the contribution of the different activities performed in the mainframe of the
Program for the NPP Kozloduy Units 1-4 Safety Upgrading in the overall safety
improvement to be assessed. Three stages were considered: (1) Units 1-4 state before
start of the Program; (2) Units' state after the Program first phase was completed; (3)
Forecast for the Units' state after the whole Program is fulfilled. The relative increase of
the safety level was assessed. WANO Six-Month Program analysis results as well as
the results of some other analyses were also already available and were taken into
account
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So, when we say BTop Level Risk/Safety Study" we mean the approach for risk and
safety assessment. On the other hand, when there is a mention about Top Level Risk
Study for NPP Kozloduy Units 1 + 4 carried out by EQE there is actually a talk about
three different projects in which PSA was applied for solving different tasks.

Top Level Risk Study As An Approach for Risk and Safety Assessment

The Top Level Risk Study (TLRS) is an approach to plant safety assessment which
combines many elements of Full-Scope PSA and engineering judgment.

As such it provides valuable insights which could be used in a decision making
process.

Usually any complex system can be broken down into several hierarchical levels. For
example a nuclear power unit could be subdivided into the following hierarchical-levels:

(a) Systems

(b) Sub-systems (Trains)

(c) Equipment

(d) Components

The Probabilistic Analyses can be carried out at any of these levels.

The main feature of TLRS is that the Risk or Safety analyses are carried out at the
highest hierarchical level, i.e. the system level.

TLRS vs. Full-Scope PSA

The comparison of Full-Scope PSA and TLRS tasks is briefly outlined in Table 1. (The
Tasks are formulated according to the IAEA document Procedures for Conducting PSA
of NPP (Level 1), Safety Series No 50-P-4, IAEA, Vienna, 1992).

Being a PSA-kind of approach for reliability and safety assessment TLRS incorporates
all advantages and disadvantages of the PSA.

If compare TLRS and Full-Scope PSA, the time required for carrying out TLRS is much
less than the time necessary for a Full-Scope PSA.

On the other hand, TLRS has to be carried out by highly qualified staff with substantial
experience in PSA as far as a lot of expert judgment is needed especially for the
quantification.
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Table 1. Comparison of Full-Scope PSA methodology and TLRS approach

No

1.

2.
3,

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

Task

Definition of objectives

Definition of scope
Plant familiarization and
information gathering

Identification of site release
sources of concern
Identification of plant operating
states of concern
Definition of core damage
states or other consequences
Initiating even selection
Safety functions
Function/system relations
Plant system requirements
Grouping of initiating events
Accident sequence modeling

System behaviour modeling

Element dependent failures

Human factor

Quantification

Uncertainty analyses
Importance and sensitivity
analyses

Full-Scope PSA

Similar for both methods

Equal for both methods
Similar for both methods

Equal for both methods

Equal for both methods

Equal for both methods

Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Event Trees
(Usually Small ETs - Large
FTs approach is used)
Fault Trees
FMEA is carried out at
component level

Usually are modeled in FTs

Usually Test and Maintenance
unavailabilities are modeled in
FTs. Corrective actions
usually are considered at
certain stage of ET analyses. .

System unavailabilities are
derived using FT models

Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods

TLRS

Similar for both methods but
for TLRS the "absolute" safety
or risk assessment can't be an
objective
Equal for both methods
Similar for both methods but
less information about system
equipment is required for
TLRS
Equal for both methods

Equal for berth-methods

Equal for both methods

Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
Event Trees
(Large ETs approach is
recommended)
System behaviour is not
modeled.
FMEA is carried out at system
level
Accounted for in the
quantification
System unavailability due to
Test and Maintenance is
accounted for in
quantification. Corrective
actions are treated as in Full-
Scope PSA
System unavailabilities are
assessed using expert
judgment, pilot methods,
results of probabilistic
reliability studies, etc.
Equal for both methods
Equal for both methods
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EQE-Bulgaria TLRS "Assessment of The Activities for NPP Kozloduy Units 1 * 4
Safety Improvement"

General

The Project "Assessment of The Activities for NPP Kozloduy Units 1 * 4 Safety
Improvement" started in August 1994 and was completed in February 1995. The main
objective was to assess the contribution of the different activities carried out in the
period 1990 -1994 to the safety improvement of NPP Kozloduy Units 1 * 4. It was clear
that this task could be solved using PSA approach.

One of the difficulties was that the Safety Upgrading Program was still going on. That is,
the project was fulfilled at one transition period of the Units 1 -4 operational life when
changes were permanently introduced.

The basic moments of the Project are as follows:

(1) It was decided to make an relative assessment between Design Safety Level and
the New Safety Level achieved as a result of the activities included in the
Upgrading Program.

(2) Safety is a general term and it is first necessary to determine which quantitative
measure of safety is appropriate in order to solve the task. In our case we chose
to define four categories of Event Tree outcomes in a way to be able to cover a
wide range of Unit final states.

The ET Outcome Category definition in EQE Project is shown on Figure 1. This
categorization was chosen in order to account somehow for the radioactive
release without assessing its quantity. That is, this categorization is an attempt to
combine two different safety measures: fuel rod damage and radioactivity
release.

It should be emphasized that the choice of safety measure is directly connected
to the final analysis results and their interpretation.

(3) At the moment the Project started some results of other analyses were already
available, i.e.:

• Plant specific Initiating Event frequencies obtained in accordance with all
requirements of the PSA. (Energoproject Project);

• Results of the reliability analyses of some safety systems (WANO Six
Month Program, Item H: Probabilistic Safety Assessment; WESE);

• Results of some thermo-hydraulic analyses (WANO Six Month Program,
Item C: Accident analyses, WESE);

• Results of probabilistic and thermo-hydraulic analyses carried out in
Bulgaria at different time.
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C
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D

Figure 1. IE Outcome Category Definition

(4)

(5)

(6)

Of course, when results of other projects are used the analyst has to be
extremely careful. First of all he has to know in details all assumptions based
in the corresponding analyses, the models and to be sure that he understands
the results correctly. For example, in WANO Six Month Program, Item H: valve
and pump control centers were modeled in FTs and at the same time
equipment generic failure data used for quantification also include valve and
pump control failures. As a result the value obtained for system unavailability
is quite high.

As far as some basic safety systems' models were already available it was
decided to use simplified Fault Trees for quantification of the rest Top Events. Of
course these FTs had to be consistent with the previous ones.

Generic equipment failure data were used for all FTs quantification.

Stand-by system start-up and running phases were separated and enter in the
ETs under different headings.
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Genera! Conclusion

All activities aimed to increase the Safety Level of a plant could be divided into four
groups. The activity groups are as follows (see Figure 2):

GROUP A

Activities which do not have direct effect on the safety and therefore can't be
assessed neither quantitatively nor qualitatively.

GROUP B

Activities to restore the Design Safety Level. The safety improvement as a
result of carrying out Group B activities could be assessed only
qualitatively

GROUP C

Activities to get confidence that the state of plant systems and components is
still at the Design Level.

It is obvious that the Plant Safety will not change relatively to the Design
Lfi^el.

GROUP D

Activities to increase the Plant Safety above the Design Safety Level.

relatively to the Design Safety Level quantitatively. The rest of Group D
activities could be assesses only qualitatively.
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